Michael Hunter has not only published important studies on various aspects of Robert Boyle\'s life and works, he also took on the task of cataloguing the vast and notoriously jumbled collection of the Boyle Papers and Letters housed at the Royal Society of London. Now, he and Harriet Knight, through the ongoing Robert Boyle Project, are publishing short cohesive collections of related material from the archive and other manuscript collections, which will be even more helpful to those working in Boyle studies and in the history of early science and medicine more generally.

*Robert Boyle*\'*s* '*Heads*' *and* '*Inquiries*' illustrates well the usefulness of these and future collections. The papers, comprised of lists of things that Boyle desired to know either by direct observation or experimentation, have been collected from the scattered loose sheets that were incorporated into volumes 10, 18, 22, 25 26, 27, and 36 of the Boyle Papers as well as manuscripts in the British and Bodleian libraries. In addition to his well-known interests in chemistry and mechanics, Boyle\'s rich research agenda is displayed through his queries on a wide range of topics including electrical bodies, magnetic phenomena, elasticity, water, light, insects, tastes, odours, copper, and gems. Of particular interest to readers of *Medical History* would be Boyle\'s list of 'Anatomical Experiments to be try\'d' and 'Praeliminary Topicks or Articles of Inquiry in order to The History of Diseases'. The latter, previously and erroneously attributed to John Locke, includes questions about how diseases may differ by climate and time of year, or by a person\'s age, sex, diet, occupation, and constitution. The anatomical experiments concern those to be performed on the nerves and eyes.

The second collection of papers includes unpublished manuscript material for Boyle\'s planned second edition of *The natural history of human blood* (first edition, 1684). Although most of the material for this volume is contained in volume 18 of Boyle\'s papers, Hunter and Knight have brought together and put in order the material that is scattered throughout that volume. In addition, they have included a list of experiments to be done with blood in John Locke\'s hand that dates from the time he and Boyle collaborated on this work in the 1660s. In this collection, one can see Boyle\'s ongoing interest in the chemical analysis of the blood as well as investigations into its specific weight and gravity, its possible inflammability, the nature of its aerial particles, and the effects that would occur when mixed with various substances. The volume ends with a detailed table that collates the main versions of the heads for the *History of human blood* compiled by Boyle in the 1660s and 1680s, the two periods in which he was most active in this study. In this issue of *Medical History* Hunter and Knight discuss the pre-and post-publication history of Boyle\'s studies on blood in 'Robert Boyle\'s *Memoirs for the natural history of human blood* (1684): print, manuscript and the impact of Baconianism in seventeenth-century medical science'.

These first two volumes show great promise for the overall project. Hunter and Knight are restoring order to the loose sheets that Boyle used to organize his work and that were scattered among the collection of his papers after his death. The order that they have given to the material may not be Boyle\'s original order but it allows one to see an eclectic yet coherent and methodical programme of experimental research based on the Baconian model. The convenient access of these collections via the Boyle Project web page is a welcome contribution to the work of Boyle scholars everywhere.
